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Teacher Information 

Scarecrow pattern for listening lesson art project (see illustrated directions on the next page) 

Teachers selects and prints pages for the students (black and white, color, or a variety) 

*Note:  This lesson stresses listening although there are some choices that could be made by the teacher and/or students.  One choice 

could be the overalls could be cut out of wallpaper sample books or unused scrapbooking papers, so the patterns are different.  The face 

and hat may be glued behind the overalls if students are not paying attention to directions. This project is good to demonstrate under the 

document camera as work is completed, for all to see the steps. Tell children to place, look, think, and then glue. 

 

Directions 

1. Students should begin by selecting a head, shirt, hands, feet, patches, hat, and buttons—-or having pieces provided. 

2. Students should cut out all the pieces, and recycle the scraps. This could be done in silence to insure completion. 

3. Next, students should arrange the pieces without glue (like a puzzle) so the scarecrow looks right.  If students try this 

themselves, they will see they need to listen prior to gluing the parts together. The shirt goes behind the overalls, the hands 

behind the shirt.  The feet go behind the legs of the overalls.  The neck will be on the very back so it will not actually be needed 

in this view, but it should be saved.  It will be used when in the gluing steps.   

4. Glue patches on front of overalls with small dots of glue.  Add “stitching” marks so they look sewed on. Add glue dots for the 

buttons and place buttons in position over the glue. These are small pieces and easily lost, so they are best done first. 

5. Place head and hat away from gluing area. Turn other pieces upside down and spread apart. Put glue dots on back of 

overall straps.  

6. Place shirt rectangle upside down in middle over top of overalls over glue dots so it touches the top of the overall neck and 

sleeves areas.  Put dabs of glue at ends of shirt and legs. Place hands (smaller) and feet upside down at the ends of the arm 

and leg areas. Wrinkle the fingers and toes. 

7. Glue neck on back of shirt so it extends up to where the face will be.  This is something some children have trouble with 

understanding.  They may want to glue it in front, or not have it sticking up as it looks unappealing.  

8. Turn over glued pieces (overalls, neck, hands, feet, and patches) to the front. All is now ready except for the head and or 

hat. Put glue on front of top edge of shirt under neck and the neck piece.  

9. Place head on glue dots so it is over neck and part of the shirt. The head should be a little below the shirt top edge, but not 

down on the overalls. 

10. Glue on hat (if selected) on front top of face.  Some children will want to glue it on the back of the face, so watch and 

help them.  Tell them to put glue dots where the hair would be, and place hat on top of that.   

11. Admire the finished scarecrow! Display at school or home.  These kind of projects are nice for families to have at home for 

Thanksgiving. 



How to assemble the 

scarecrow —first, 

select pieces wanted 

 

Begin by cutting out all 

pieces—trace overalls pattern 

on wallpaper or scrapbooking 

leftovers, if desired—or color 

them. Assemble without glue 

like a puzzle for practice. Glue 

patches on overalls and add 

“stitching” lines.  Add buttons. 

Put head and hat 

away from gluing area. 

Turn other pieces 

upside down. Put glue 

dots on back of overall 

straps.  

Place shirt rectangle 

upside down in middle 

over top of overalls.  Put 

dabs of glue at ends of 

shirt and legs, and place 

hands and feet upside 

down on glue. 

Glue neck on back of shirt so it 

extends up to where the face 

will be.  This is something some 

children have trouble with 

understanding.  Many will want 

to glue it in front.  

Turn over glued overalls, 

neck, hands, feet, and 

patches to the front. Put 

glue on top edge of shirt 

under neck and the neck 

piece.  

Put head on glue dabs so 

it is over neck and part of 

the shirt. The head should 

be a little below the shirt 

top edge.  

Glue on hat on front of face.  

Some children will want to glue 

it on the back of the head so 

watch and help them.  

See also text directions on previous page 
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